GUIDE TO ACCESSING THE

Interview Archive

Search the Archives
Search our curated, annotated library of nearly 1000 oral histories, over 2500 video clips, and over 900 photos.

ALL VETERANS
View an alphabetical list of all veterans in our library.

Search Clips
Search our library of video clips by political/military, geographic, and social tags.

ADVANCED SEARCH
Perform sophisticated searches of our library by name, type of item, home state, branch of service, tags, and more.

Keyword Search
Perform a basic keyword search.

View All
Search Clips
Advanced Search
Keyword Search

VIEWING AND SEARCH OPTIONS

- All Veterans: This option allows you to view an alphabetical list of all veterans in our library.
- Search Clips: This option allows you to narrow your search in our library of video clips by political/military, geographic, and social tags.
- Advanced Search: This option allows you to perform sophisticated searches of our library by name, type of item, home state, branch of service, tags, and more.
- Keyword Search: This option allows you to perform a basic keyword search.

*Click Here to Access the Interview Archive*
Each interview page offers viewers an organized collection of information centering on the selected veteran. A column of background information on the right-hand side is provided for quick reference, and a brief bio based on the interview is available for veteran introduction purposes. Each interview page also highlights 2–4 short clips extracted from the full interview, and a short summary as well as related tags are provided for each. Additionally, many interview pages offer a complete transcript of the interview.

*Click Here to Access the Interview Archive*